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– I eat and am so eaten. again. and again.
day twelve



first steal three fish. remove the personality with a sharp knife. climb up onto a ladder or high stool, and then jump onto the board where 
they are placed. after pleating and whisking, pour a libation, utter something that could have come from the mouth of a gargoyle, and set 
ye down for the next few moments as if in a reverie that can never, and should never, come to a complete stop, before disembarking. at this 
point, the expected will occur; please behave as if nothing was about to happen. at the end of the summer holiday, throw all cares away into a 
pre-heated over, gas mark 6, light and retire. somewhere nice, presumably. perhaps I might suggest yourself, if someone hadn’t already beaten 
me to it – without recourse to implements, I will attempt to push something though the small opening under the glass. for this, I will need to 
temporarily place myself in a rather uncomfortable position to facilitiate part of the operation, but I am more than prepared to do this. there 
is no reason to fear the non-completion of this act due to a lack of intestinal fortitude. and I say this to you with absolute certainty, with a 
margin of error less than 0.01%. at the last count, that is. which was a while ago, I admit.

stop eating the menu 
instead of the meal?



I think so. but you’ll have to ask my friend. just believe the opposite of whatever he tells you, then subtract the number you first thought 
of and lick the back of it. when you’ve fastened it to the sheet, take it to the office I was telling you about, and ask to have a seal of wax 
over your signature (first learn what that means), and I will expect the result soon. when that happens, I will do my utmost to put the mat-
ter where it rightfully belongs, and in due course, this will be ignored. at this point, the marvel will begin to unfold, and rest assured, I 
will not cease from mental fight until we have built something that is anything at all, that at the drop of a hat can be rolled or folded up, 
and stored in a container specially devised for the purpose, or concealed in the palm grip I showed you earlier – this all depends on which 
level we come to, where we came from, and what we see as being the present level of our assignations at this juncture. nothing added, noth-
ing taken away, and nowhere to be found in sight.

saying grace does what, 
exactly?



what else is being raised 
along with the glass?

I moved into a light where I was more conscious of the unveiling of a substance beginning to self-organise and begin to contact something 
outside itself, grabbing on to shreds of what would be made flesh in order not to terrify the horses with nakedness. the smell was incred-
ible – and each time it happened, it was returning to the same place, but every time, it had been remodelled - either that, or it was another 
room - no, not a room, but another niche, and a different lamp had been placed in there. just as the flame was about to splutter out, the 
door was opened, and we saw it, and the candle was no longer needed. we were not sitting comfortably, but we began – oh dear! my values 
change from minute to minute! but my beliefs do not!  – I’m sorry, could you repeat the question, using other words?



time is the second being-food of the 
universe, playing the same role that air 
plays for man. time is breath – try to un-
derstand this.
                       - G.I. Gurdjieff

eat your drinks, and drink your food.
                 - M.K. Gandhi

probably one of the most private things 
in the world is an egg before it is broken.                                 
                     - M.F.K. Fisher
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